Are you the type of person who knows the tricks of the trade, thinks outside the box and would like to work this way? Would you rather work in a highly flexible environment and take responsibility instead of waiting to respond to demands? Do you appreciate strong roots and values? Then you will fit in well with Sartorius.

As one of the world’s leading laboratory and biopharmaceutical single use technology providers, Sartorius is actively shaping dynamic, innovative and high-growth markets. With annual sales revenue of around 1.8 billion euros and more than 9,000 employees, we support our customers around the world in more than 110 countries.

**What you can look forward to accomplishing:**
- First step in a potential future career at Sartorius in Sales & Marketing during your academic career
- Lead and target identification for analytical equipment, lab user tools and bioprocess equipment for scientific research, process development and production
- Work independently and self-organized within academic environment, research institutes and Start-ups in your geographical area
- Flexible working time: 12 - 20 h/week based on your availability
- Innovative networking tools and product trainings will be provided

**Skills and experience that you need to bring to our company:**
- Bachelor, Master or PhD student in Life Science
- Very good written and oral English skills
- High level of self-confidence and good communication skills,
- Networking attitude and persuasive personality
- Ability to work self-driven and with a high level of self motivation
- Basic presentation and negotiation skills
- Strong identification with our core values: sustainability, openness, enjoyment

---

**Job position information**
[Sartorius Stedim Biotech]
[12 - 20 h/week]

**Are you interested?**

Please feel free to directly contact:

Hardy Weber
Academia Sales Manager Europe

E-Mail: hardy.weber@sartorius-stedim.com

Mobile: +49-(0)175-1949200

Or find out more about the benefits Sartorius offers as an employer and access our job portal under www.sartorius.com/career